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1. Introduction

Methods for nuclear material (NM) analysis at RT-1 plant of PA "Mayak" are reviewed.
Taking into account the wide range of fuel elements reprocessed, the paper considers the meth-
ods used at the main technological facility of the plant dealing with reprocessing of NPP fuel
elements. In addition to principal characteristics of the methods involved, their applicability for
quantitative accounting of NM is evaluated.

In order to better represent the material, the review is commenced with a brief characteristics
of the NM accounting and control system at the facility.

2. System for NM accounting at RT-1 plant

2.1. Technological flowchart

Major steps of reprocessing of the irradiated fuel of VVER include:
• cutting and dissolving the fuel in nitric acid;
• two-stage extraction purification of U, Pu, and Np with U and Pu separated during the

first cycle;
• evaporating uranyl nitrate to the state of fusion cake;
• precipitation of plutonium oxalate followed by its calcination to dioxide;
Figure 1 shows major flows, where the nuclear materials are accounted at the facility.
Major characteristics of the NM flows are shown in Table 1.
As it follows from the Table above, RT-1 plant laboratory performs measurements of NM in

a very wide range of concentrations - from tens weight per cent to million fractions. Some
characteristics of the analytical methods used for nuclear material accounting and control (MC&A)
are described below.
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TABLE 1.

Flow No

1
2
3.
3'.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Characteristics of major flows of NM at RT-1 plant

Flow

Irradiated fuel assemblies
Solution of irradiated fuel
Solution of enriched uranium
U oxide (yellow cake)
Claddings after dissolution
Liquid wastes
Pu nitrate solution
U nitrate solution
Np nitrate solution
Plutonium dioxide
Fusion cake of uranyl nitrate
Np nitrate concentrate

NM content per flow

U

up to 96%
300 g/1
30g/l

> 85%
< 0.5%

< lOppm
< 50 ppm

uptolOOg/1
< 10 ppm
< 30 ppm
up to 50%
< 10 ppm

Pu

up to 1%
3g/l

-
< 30 ppb
< 0.5%
< 1 ppm

up to 30 g/1
<5ppb

< 10 ppm
up to 86%

< 5 ppb
< 10 ppm

U-235

1 - 1.5%
1 -1.5 %
16-90%
16-90%
1-1.5%
1 - 1.5%

-
2 - 2.5%

-
2 - 2.5%
2 - 2.5%

-
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Fig. 1. Major flows of nuclear materials at RT-1 plant facility for VVER fuel element
reprocessing (figures at the arrows - numbers of flows containing NM)
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3. Review of methods used for NM measurements at RT-1 plant

Actually, at all key measurement points (KMP) the quantity of NM is defined as NM
concentration as flow rate, volume, or mass (weight). Thus, NM concentration is a key account-
ing parameter. Brief description and quantitative characteristics of the methods for NM
concentration measurement at the plant laboratory is given below (random error values are given
at confidence level of 95%).

3.1. Uranium concentration measurement

3.1.1. Irradiated fuel solution
Method of у absorptiometry is used for the measurement of uranium in this solution, based

on the measurement of y-ray absorption by the sample (matter). Radiation source is americium
isotope; the thickness of the sample absorbing layer is 5mm, detector - scintillator crystal with
photomultiplier. The method's error is up to 1-2%. It is used under hot cell cojaditions,

3.1.2. High-and low level liquid wastes
Method of spectrophotometry of dyed complexes of uranium with Arsenazo-3. Preparation

of the sample is carried out when necessary, with the purification from interfering impurities in
solid ion exchangers. The method error is 15-30%. The method is used in protection boxes.

3.1.3. Product within the uranium line (Fusion cake of uranyl nitrate)
Weighing method is used. Uranium in the weight form U3Og is obtained by calcinating the

precipitate of uranium peroxide obtained by precipitation from formiate buffer solution. The
method error is 0.15%.

3.1.4. Uranyl nitrate solutions
As dependent on the presence of impurities and their types, uranium is measured either by

the volume method - Davice-Grey titration with visual fixation of the equivalent point, or by у
absorptiometry (see З.1.1.).

The titration error is 3%, that of у absorptiometry - 1-2%.

3.2. Plutonium concentration measurements

3.2.1. Solution of irradiated fuel
Spectrophotometry method is used - measurement of light absorption by Pu(3+) ion stabi-

lized with Fe(2+). The method's accuracy for hot cell conditions is not very high, the error being
5-7%.

3.2.2. High- and low level wastes
The method is used identical to that described above for uranium spectrophotometry of dyed

complex of plutonium with Arsenazo 3. The method error is 15-30%.

3.2.3. Plutonium dioxide
The controlled-potential coulometry method is used. The sample is preliminarily dissolved

in nitric acid with fluoride ion added. The method error amounts to 0.3-0.4%.

3.2.4. Plutonium nitrate solutions
Method of у absorptiometry is principally used, similar to that described in p. 3.1.1. for

uranium. The error reaches 4-5%.
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3.3. Measurement of uranium-235

3.3.1. Solution of irradiated fuel
Method of mass spectrometry with thermal ionization of the sample material is used. The

sample preparation includes chromatographic purification of uranium on solid sorbents. The
method error for spent fuel of VVER reactors is of 4-5%.

3.3.2. Enriched uranium oxide (yellow cake)
Method of mass spectrometry is used with thermal ionization of sample. With isotope con-

tent variation within the range of 1 - 99%, relative random error ranges from 4 to 0.2%.

3.3.3. Solution after dissolving oxide (p.3.3.1)
Method of y-spectrometry is used with measurement of 185.7 keV peak intensity. Ge detec-

tor is used for these measurements, the error being 5%.

3.4. Nuclear material measurement In residues after fuel dissolution

NM measurement in claddings after fuel dissolution (in flow 4) is carried out by neutron
nondestructive assay (NDA) with error of 60-100%. This is the only NDA technique used at RT-
1 plant furrMG&A purposes.

These "are principal Methods for uranium and plutonium concentration measurements in
various materials used for the MC&A system at the plant. Quantitative characteristics of the
methods described above are summarized in Table 2.

As it can be seen from the data above, there are considerable errors in measurements of
plutonium in solution of irradiated fuel, of uranium and plutonium in liquid and solid wastes,
and U, Pu in intermediate flows. However, in order to determine the significance of these errors
for MC&A, the analysis of accounting procedure is necessary for the facility.

TABLE 2. Relative error levels of NM analysis methods used at RT-1 plant
(confidence level of 95%)

KMP

2
2
3
3
3'
3'
4
5
5
6
7
8
9
10
10
11

Component
measured

Uranium
Plutonium
Uranium
Uranium-235
Uranium
Uranium-235
U,Pu
Uranium
Plutonium
Plutonium
Uranium
Neptunium
Plutonium
Uranium
Uranium-235
Neptunium

Measurement method

Y absorptiometry
Plutonium (III) spectrophotometry
Davice-Grey titration
Y-spectrometry
weighing
mass-spectrometry
neutron NDA
Spectrophotometry of U complex with Arsenazo III
Spectrophotometry of Pu complex with Arsenazo III
Y-absorptiometry
Y-absorptiometry
Controlled-potential coulometry
Controlled-potential coulometry
Weighing method
Mass-spectrometry
Controlled-potential coulometry

Error, %

0.9
5
3

2.6
0.3
0.1

50-100
15-30
15-30

5
0.9
0.5
0.4
0.15
0.2
0.5
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4. Measurement error effect on the quality of NM accounting at RT-1 plant

4.1. Effect of plutonium measurement error on the quality of NM accounting at RT-1 plant

In order to assess this effect, the analysis pf mathematical model of error of plutonium bal-
ance was carried out with the consideration of the flowcharts shown in Fig.l. Some final results
of the analysis will be presented below, with details omitted.
1. The calculation of inventory difference uncertainty limiting the value of the inventory dif-

ference depends on the production output of the facility, frequency of inventory taking,
sizes of NM batches, error of measurements such as batch volume and size, and NM
concentrations.

2. The current levels of measurement error measurement currently existent provide the quality
of plutonium accounting only for the facility production output below a certain level (4001/
year) and with the number of inventory taking procedures exceeding a certain value (more
than once every 12 months). As the production output increases, with a decrease of inventory
taking procedures, it is necessary to upgrade the measurement quality in order to obtain
good results of NMC&A.

3. In case of an optimum production output and periodicity of inventory taking, the dispersion
of inventory difference has the following structure:
• 94% - dispersion of Pu detection in solution of irradiated fuel;
• 5.8% - dispersion of detection in insoluble claddings of fuel;
• 0.19% - dispersion of detection in plutonium dioxide;
• 0.002% - in liquid wastes, high- and low level ones.

Thus, major components of the uncertainty include the error of analysis in the input solution and
in the claddings after fuel dissolution. The rest components do not render a considerable effect
on total uncertainty, and the quality of plutonium measurement at these KMPs can be considered
satisfactory.
4. The analysis shows that the most effective way might be a decrease of measurement error

for plutonium in irradiated fuel solution is to 1-1.5%. A further decrease proves to contribute
to the upgrading of accounting quality very little, because in this case other components of
total error for the balance become more significant.

4.3. On the error of uranium measurement

Since maximum admissible inventory difference for uranium of VVER fuel elements is
considerable (about 3000 kg), it can be stated a priori that techniques for uranium analysis now
in force are acceptable from the standpoint of their accuracy. Calculations show that the current
level of errors for uranium analysis allows to have the error for inventory difference, that is one
order of magnitude lower vs. maximum admissible value.

5. Measurement quality control at RT-1 plant laboratory

The measurement quality control at the laboratory is regulated by the laboratory order pre-
pared in accordance with the industry standard OST 95 10889-87 now in force. Essentially, this
order implies daily supervision of quality of the operators' work and equipment performance
and periodic verification measurements of various types of reference materials. RMs of various
levels are used for this purpose: national (federal), industry sector, enterprise RM, and certified
mixtures. State and sector (departmental) RM are developed and manufactured mostly by institutes
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subordinate to ministries and specialized organizations; RM for internal use at facilities and
certified mixtures are manufactured at facilities.

Functions of an independent supervisor of the plant laboratory are implemented by the cen-
tral laboratory and the service of chief metrologist of the enterprise, which perform annual
commission supervision of the laboratory work quality. Besides, central laboratory carries out
periodic quality examination using'Unknown" samples.

Conclusions

Methods of NM analysis and their quality assurance at the laboratory of RT-1 plant of PA
"Mayak", are reviewed as applicable to the NMC&A system. The impact of analysis quality on
the NMC&A system quality is analyzed. It has been shown that major component of the inventory
difference for Pu is caused by the error of its measurement in the initial solution. The expedience
of decreasing this error from 5% to 1-1.5% has been substantiated.

Errors of plutonium detection in the other flows of NM at the facility prove to be acceptable
for the NMC&A system.

Accuracy of uranium concentration measurements proved to be satisfactory for all NM flows.
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